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The best house on the block
Fully encapsulated lamp housing 

keeps terminals and lamp from  

being stuck in the mud. This is a very 

common source of system problems 

with inferior PAR36 Well Light  

products. The CF goes both ways– 

just flip the housing and, as if by 

magic, the grate fits both sides.  

The grate is both Lawn Mower and 

Planter Debris approved for  

application flexibility.

This lighting fixture is rated for  

transient landscape moisture–it is 

not an underwater light. 

the anSwer to your 
well light DreamS 

The Design and superior fire 

resistant materials address this 

industry-wide issue of fire risk 

with several exclusive features. 

The integral honey comb grate 

serves to prevent debris build 

up and provides superior glare 

protection. Exclusive Halogen 

PAR36 lamps are available in 

both 20 and 35 Watts.

Where the typical PAR36 lamp 

is rated at 300-3000 hours, the 

Halogen lamp is rated at 4,000 

hours. This rail system allows 

for easy lamp access and fine 

tuning. No sharp stainless edges 

to cut your fingers. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION
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FACTORY INSTALLED OPTIONS:  Order 1 + 2 + 3  

FIXTURE CODE LAmP CODE FINISH OPTIONS

1 CF 2 20 (40º beam, 4,000 Hr Halogen) 3 XX (see options to right)

35 (40º beam, 4,000 Hr Halogen)

The CF includes your choice of Halogen PAR36 lamp and choice of finish.

EXAmPLE:  CF-20-Cb = CF - 20 Watt Halogen - Camo brown Finish 

CoMPoSIte

CB = Camo Bronze

dt = Desert Tan

CF: Well Light

Note: Composite finishes can not 
be powdercoated

INSTALLATION NOTE:

Angled Installation Flat Installation

For application flexibility, the CF can be installed at either end. The grate and 
lamp will fit both the angled or flat side of the CF body.


